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Discrete element modelling to compute drag coefficients of obstacles
impacted by granular flows
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ABSTRACT:  Passive protection structures against natural granular flows (snow avalanches,  debris
flow) are designed with a rough approximation of their drag coefficient. The purpose of this research is
thus to propose numerical tools, based on the discrete element method (DEM), that are able to offer
possibilities that include:  replicating inner flow properties,  overcoming experimental limitations, and
calculating the "real" drag coefficient of  a granular flow.  This numerical model will  be validated by
means of a laboratory experiment on a free surface glass bead flow impacting a small obstacle. After
characterising the zone of obstacle influence and performing a time calculation optimisation, large-
scale parametric studies will be presented. Both numerical and physical parameters, such as obstacle
geometry and the Froude number, will be explored herein. Lastly, an inter-grain cohesion law will be
implemented and its influence on the zone of influence discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Given the importance of material strains, it is
typically necessary in the case of granular flows
to apply adapted numerical  tools.  The discrete
element method allows for naturally modelling a
granular material characterised by major internal
movement.  This  method  serves  to  establish  a
discrete approach to the problem and was first
developed  to  model  molecules  or  atoms  by
focusing on particulate matter [ALD 59]. Its 2D
application  to granular  soil  was then proposed
by  Cundall  and  Strack  [CUN  79].  Calculation
capabilities  were  relatively  limited  at  the  time,
hence  simulations  were  only  possible  with  a
reduced number of grains, i.e. from 50 to 1000
at  the  beginning  of  the  1980's  [AND  80].
Assisted  by  the  evolution  in  computer
capacities, this method started to become widely
used in  the  1990's  and is  now able  to  model
approximately  one million  grains  of  two types:
smooth and non-smooth, depending on whether
the  elementary  grains  are  deformable  or  not.
The non-smooth approach introduces immediate
collisions  between  non-deformable  grains  and
an  irregular  time  discretisation.  Event-driven
methods, applied to diluted grains according to
the kinetic theory of gases [NAM 96, KUM 05]
and contact dynamics and then also applied to
dense circles [RAD 96, JEA 99], are qualified as
non-smooth approaches. The smooth approach
is  accompanied  by  a  quasi-regular  temporal
discretisation,  with  the  contacts  displaying  a
duration  determined by local  contact  laws  and
with grains able to interpenetrate. The majority

of  methods  adopting  this  approach  are
considered to be part  of  the field of molecular
dynamics.  Their  domain  of  application  is  quite
broad,  extending  from  modelling  the  static
behaviour  of  concretes,  sands  or  still  clays  to
modelling  flows  in  silos  or  natural  materials
[CRO 01, VALLEY 08].

1.1 General algorithm

The general algorithm  used for this method
comprises three main steps:

1. An assembly of n grains, each with its
own geometry, positions and velocities, is
first created.

2. Once  contacts  have  been  detected,
the  actions  exercised on each grain  are
calculated through a local contact law and,
if needed, gravity.

3. Movement  equations  are  then
integrated  for  every  grain,  a  step  that
allows  calculating  new  positions  and
velocities.

Step 1 appears once at the beginning of the
simulation;  afterwards,  steps  2  and  3  are
repeated at every time interval until reaching the
ultimate real time.

1.2 Local inter-grain interaction laws
Behaviour at the global scale is dictated by

inter-grain contact laws at the local level. These
local laws are often established using a limited
number  of  parameters,  yet  remain  capable  of
reporting highly varied global behaviour.
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coefficient of obstacles within granular flows. In
order  to  study  various  shapes  and  flows,
parametric studies have been performed using a
granular launcher, offering greater accuracy with
respect  to  the  potential  calculation  time  for
engineering applications. The selected simplified
flow  characteristics  have  in  fact  slightly
overestimated  both  the  drag  coefficient  and
impact pressure in the steady state. Looking to
the  future,  more studies  will  be  undertaken to
better  understand the transient regime, as well
as the formation of the zone of influence and the
contact law for snow applications.
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